
CRIDA PROTOCOL
TOKENOMICS



TYPES OF TOKENS

CRIDA XP NFT BADGE NFT
Fungible tokens  which are fuel
to the CRIDA protocol. Any
transaction happening through
CRIDA protocol will  either
directly happen in CRIDA tokens
or will be backed by CRIDA
tokens. CRIDA tokens will hold 
 value of the entire ecosystem.

Non-fungible tokens which will be
used as rewards points. It can
also be utilised in XP Farming
and marketplace by backers or
investors. It is the direct point
of connection between users and
developers. 

Badges will be designed to
contain multiple custom assets or
protocols that will cover all
kinds of reports, UI and other
elements that need to be shown
for a detailed information on how
and why the badge was earned.



DISTRIBUTION OF CRIDA





Every transfer will have a 0.5% transaction
charge which will be moved to burning protocol.

After burning is completed the transaction

charges will be dropped to 0.1%.

Backers can buy CRIDA and hold it or put it into
farming to show support and earn rewards based on it.

Backers can also mint XP and through XP farming
can decide their point of sale and place an order
to be executed later.

Every XP minting will require CRIDA to be
attached to it and 5% of the value will be sent
through burn protocol. 

NOTES



PRICE/LIQUIDITY/TOKEN BUY
BACK



Each fund raised is a target that will be set for every
quarter of the year. If reached early, it will shrink the
timeline and start the next quarter early.

The price for every milestone will be controlled
through market making bots to lower the risks of
high volatility.

Token Buy Backs will be an ongoing process from
the starting of second quarter and will be a bi-
weekly affair. Investors can liquidate their assets
through buyback pool after a discussion with the
organisation.

We will lock the liquidity of the pool for 3 years to
generate trust in the organisation and attract people
from all over the world to support in liquidity or
market making.

NOTES



A nulled XP is retired from being transferred or owned
anymore. It is locked to its last state and address at the

time of withdrawal of CRIDA attached to it.





BURNING





Burning is done to accommodate the rewards and
organisation tokens and fulfil the liquidity.

This burning helps the community strengthen the
token to support a long term rewarding experience.

After burning is completed, the charges will be
deducted and will be moved to bulk buying pool to
help backers enter at a right price anytime and will
give the community big liquidity pool.

Bulk buying pools will be helpful in market making
and making a stronger base for a higher base price.

Burning will also limit the supply a bit to increase
the value of the tokens.

NOTES



Protocol will do a burning event every month and
will burn 25,00,000 CRIDA to support faster
burning.

Buybacks for early investors will be held every two
weeks and amount of tokens to buy back will be
announced. Anyone interested in an early exit will
get opportunity every two weeks.

Farming of CRIDA tokens will give you rewards upto
5% every month with a risk of locking under price
volatility. But that price volatility can be covered
through rewards which can be a bonus if the price
reaches its targets.

Farming XP will give you a guarantee on returns but
with a risk of time limit. Since XP prices are attached
to CRIDA, it is bound to increase in price but the
time cannot be determined.

RISK &
BENEFITS


